KERING OPERATIONS
Performance Improvement Analysis Intern

About us

Kering Group Operations is the Kering Group division that provides the smartest solutions for our cross-brands services. In particular, the Integrated Logistics Business Unit services lie at the heart of our customers’ satisfaction, providing worldwide coordination of our products’ distribution, together with a flawless after sales service. As part of the global luxury group Kering, we are committed to ‘empowering imagination’ in a sustainable manner and encouraging our employees to flourish. Join our passionate journey and fulfil your potential and creativity.

We are currently seeking a Central Operations Performance Improvement Analysis intern as part of our Process & Performance Improvement Team in Trecate.

Your opportunity

You will support the Process & Performance Improvement area to identify, design and implement enhancements to the central operations functions. Enable continuous improvement, workflow enhancement, and attainment of business goals for the central operations team and Kering brands. Proactively provide data-driven insights on performance, operational and cost metrics.

How you will contribute

- Master core processes both for operational and documentary steps, secure with all stakeholders and service providers the implementation and execution of processes as per design and push for progress
- Support processes/systems re-engineering or performance improvement initiatives for the central operations on inbound, distribution, reverse and inventory management
- Analyze logistics and distribution process KPIs in order to enable and foster continuous improvement
- Develop predictive models to identify defects
- Contribute to planning project activities with warehouse managers to enhance 3PL performance

Who you are

- You are a soon-to-be or recent graduate with a degree in Statistics, Engineering or equivalent
- You are strongly interested in data analytics, process analysis, project management and reengineering in Logistics or Supply Chain
- Able to use Power BI and Microsoft Office products
- Knowledgeable about Microsoft Power Apps, Power Automate and warehouse management systems would be beneficial
- You are flexible, adaptable, and passionate about working in a team
- You have excellent interpersonal and communication skills
- You are fluent in English both spoken and written
Why work with us?

This is an excellent opportunity to join the Kering adventure in a moment of extraordinary growth and become part of a dynamic team in a global Luxury group that offers endless possibilities to learn and grow. Talent development is a managerial principle at Kering, and we are committed to fostering internal mobility. Our common vision promotes leadership skills and helps every employee to reach their full potential in a stimulating and fulfilling workplace environment.

Kering is committed to building a diverse workforce. We believe diversity in all its forms – gender, age, nationality, culture, religious beliefs and sexual orientation – enriches the workplace. It opens up opportunities for people to express their talent, both individually and collectively and it helps foster our ability to adapt to a changing world. As an Equal Opportunity Employer, we welcome and consider applications from all qualified candidates, regardless of their background.